FLAHERTY & CRUMRINE PREFERRED INCOME OPPORTUNITY FUND
To the Shareholders of Flaherty & Crumrine Preferred Income Opportunity Fund:
The new fiscal year began much like the previous year ended. For the three month period ended
February 28, 2010, total return (principal change and income) on net asset value of the Fund was
+11.0%. Over the same period, total return on market price of Fund shares was +21.5%.
The strong performance came as credit markets continued to recover from the depths of the
financial crisis last year. Economists and investors have expressed confidence that our financial system
is back on track, and, although problems persist, seeds of recovery are in place. We share this view and
encourage you to visit www.preferredincome.com to read our Quarterly Economic Update.
Over the past several quarters, the focus of these letters has been the financial crisis and its impact
on the Fund’s investment portfolio. We experienced gut-wrenching market weakness starting in the
second half of 2008 and continuing into early 2009, only to watch prices rebound dramatically in the
months since. Never before have we seen such extreme volatility over a relatively short time frame. We
expect smoother waters ahead, but, as always, the future will be filled with challenges and opportunities.
We will take advantage of this relative calm to review the market for preferred securities a bit more
broadly than our typical quarterly letter. After turbulence, the time seems right to take a step back and
regain some perspective on the market. Readers can compare these broad market comments to the
Fund’s investments summarized on the following pages.
As of February 28, 2010, the market for preferred securities has grown to $378 billion1 from $231
billion in 2005. The issues that comprise the market are far from homogeneous. An issuer is now able
to tailor a preferred security to its specific financing needs by choosing from a wide range of features.
Because of the variety of terms preferreds have, it has become easier to define a preferred by what it is
not—a preferred security is not senior debt and it is not common stock.
Fifteen percent of the market is “traditional” preferred, i.e. the distributions to investors are
dividends, and paid from after-tax income of the issuer. These distributions may have after-tax benefits
to investors. 85% is “taxable” preferred that pay interest 2; these payments are treated as interest
expense for issuers and ordinary income for investors.
Many features of preferred securities are especially beneficial to companies in highly-regulated
industries. Preferred issues from utilities, banks and insurance companies comprise over 80% of the
preferred market. Of course, as the experience of the past couple of years serves to remind us,
regulators can contribute to problems at the companies they regulate. Nonetheless, regulators
recognize the critical role of the preferred market, and have helped facilitate growth in the asset class.
Despite a rash of downgrades during the financial crisis, the market is still comprised of mostly
investment-grade issues. 64% of preferred issues are rated Baa or higher. A substantially larger portion
of the preferred universe is comprised of issuers with senior debt rated investment grade. For this
reason, preferred securities are widely considered to be the highest yielding asset class of investment
grade companies.
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Market statistics used in this report, along with a wide range of additional information can be viewed by visiting the Flaherty &
Crumrine website, www.preferredstockguide.com.
We include preferred securities issued in the United States by foreign domiciled entities in the “taxable” category; many of
these issues make distributions considered to be dividends for some types of investors.

A word about credit analysis is in order. We have always based investment decisions on our internal
credit research, and try to own credits that we believe are investment grade quality. Of course, credit
analysis is more art than science, and no one does it perfectly, but we think our team does an
outstanding job.
Our focus is first and foremost on preferred securities. The objective of our credit analysis is to
develop an in-depth opinion about the quality of each security in the Fund. This approach differs from
the rating agencies, where the focus is primarily on the quality of an issuer’s most senior debt. Once
the senior debt rating is determined, a mechanical “notching” methodology is applied to rate
subordinated classes of securities, such as the issuer’s preferreds (rating agency methodology brings
to mind the Bismarck quote, “laws are like sausages, it is better not to see them being made”).
Much has been made recently about potential conflicts at the public rating agencies. Whether the
conflicts are real or perceived, the business model of the agencies is likely to change. Regardless of how
one views the public rating agencies, we don’t face those conflicts and care only about choosing the
right investments for the Fund. We pay close attention to the public ratings, but our investment decisions
are only made after we do our own homework.
One additional question that should be on the minds of shareholders: can the Fund continue to
produce double-digit quarterly returns? The answer shouldn’t be surprising—it’s not likely. By a variety
of measures, in our view, the preferred market remains attractive relative to other asset classes. But the
disparity is not as glaring as it was last spring and, in fact, is now approaching a range we consider
normal.
Of course, preferred security prices never experienced anything like the volatility they experienced
during the recent financial crisis. Historically, investors have (quite properly) owned these securities for
the income they produce; only recently have they attracted the attention of those more inclined toward
casinos. Now that the economy is beginning to stabilize, the wrath of recent markets seems to have
instilled a new sense of discipline and propriety on companies that lost their way. Nonetheless, we will
continue to keep a close eye on how those companies adapt to this new environment.
More information is always available on the Fund’s website at www.preferredincome.com.

Sincerely,

Donald F. Crumrine
Chairman of the Board

Robert M. Ettinger
President

April 21, 2010
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